Three synaptic components contributing to robust network synchronization.
Robust synchronized activity is widely observed in real neural systems. However, a mechanism for robust synchronization that can be understood analytically, and has a clear physical meaning, remains elusive. This paper considers such a mechanism by formalizing three synaptic components contributing to robust synchronization in networks with heterogeneous external drive currents and conductance-based synapses. The first component arises from the assumption that the aggregate post-synaptic potential of a neuron decays more if it fires later within a spike volley. The second component results because neurons with smaller drives have reached a lower membrane potential at the time when the volley of inputs arrives than that reached by neurons with larger drives. The third component arises from the assumption that neurons firing later in the previous volley have had less time to integrate their drives than neurons firing earlier have had, again causing a lower membrane potential at the time when the volley of inputs arrives. Because of the voltage-dependent properties of synaptic currents, either of the last two components will cause smaller inhibitions for the later-firing neurons if the synapses are inhibitory. This smaller inhibition causes the later-firing neurons to fire earlier in the next cycle, thereby forcing them toward synchrony. With these three synaptic components, we discuss the relationship between the robustness of the synchrony and the parameters, search for the optimal parameter set for the robust network synchronization of a certain frequency band, and demonstrate the key role of the voltage-dependent properties of synaptic currents in robust or stable synchronization.